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We expect to see a variety of usage models for the Eclipse Process Framework. Let’s have a look at some sample future usage scenarios.

Individual projects

Individual projects within various software development organizations can easily download and deploy the out-of-box processes captured in the Eclipse Process Framework. They can customize the out-of-the-box processes by mixing-and-matching content from various processes, by removing content, or by adding or customizing content by applying content plug-ins provided by the larger eco-system around the Eclipse Process Framework. They can naturally also capture their own practices through the content authoring tools included in the Eclipse Process Framework. The resulting processes can easily be deployed, and continuously evolved, to accommodate lessons learnt as the project progresses.

Enterprises or Line-of-Businesses

Most organizations would like to

- Leverage existing best practices rather than reinventing the wheel
- Make sure to leverage their own lessons learnt and unique in-house knowledge for their domain
- Provide some level of consistency and shared language across the organization
- Address the unique needs of individual projects

Let’s have a look at how the Eclipse Process Framework can be used to address these needs.

Through the eco-system around the Eclipse Process Framework, development organizations can access a large volume of content; the open source content, content provided free-of-charge, and content that can be purchased from vendors, all provided through the Eclipse Process Framework eco-system. This will provide organizations with unprecedented knowledge on software development, all integrated within the same framework. Companies can also capture their own best practices using the content authoring in the Eclipse Process Framework.

All of this content can easily be packaged into a set of delivery process, capturing the aspects of the process content that is relevant for different project types. Delivery processes can also specify project plan templates that may be appropriate starting points for projects of different types, and link those templates back to relevant process guidance describing milestones and how to accomplish various objectives specified in the project plan template.

As projects within the organization learn how to improve their approach to software development, these practices can be captured and effectively deployed. As the Eclipse Process Framework eco-system evolves content, this content can continually be rolled out to the organization, enabling continuous process improvements.
Some select enterprises and line-of-businesses will see the value with evolving key process building blocks in the Eclipse Process Framework, and are willing to make investments to help improve the framework.

**Academia**

Academia will play two important roles. The first one is as a consumer. Universities can leverage the Eclipse Process Framework to teach current best practices in their curriculums. We expect that supporting material, such as text books and ready-made curriculums will be made available, making it easy for Universities to start curriculums. We also expect that the discussion forums around the Eclipse Process Framework will allow students to exchange ideas around software development best practices with people in the industry.

The second role is to bring state-of-the-art software best practices into the mainstream software industry. Researchers can effectively capture and share their experiences and research data, such as research around which best practices seems to increase productivity or quality within the Eclipse Process Framework, or discuss the research in associated discussion forums.

**Vendors, Technology Companies, and Companies Interested in a Specific Domain**

Vendors and technology companies, and companies they collaborate with, typically have unique knowledge around a specific solution or technology. They can leverage the Eclipse Process Framework to capture this knowledge. This will allow them, or consumers of their solutions and technology to wrap their solution or technology within the context of a process. As an example, a vendor producing a software requirements tool can now capture guidance on how to best utilize this technology. The vendor can choose to ship a variant of the Eclipse Process Framework including their requirements content with their product, and companies using their requirements tool can combine the requirements content with any other set of content available through the Eclipse Process Framework eco-system.

A number of companies that share an interest in a certain technology or domain may leverage the Eclipse Process Framework to collaborate and develop content for that domain. As an example, a handful of companies could agree that it would be beneficial with specific guidance on how to develop software and adhere to FDA\(^1\) regulations. They may now jointly develop guidelines to ensure compliance with FDA regulations. They can choose to do so within the Eclipse organization and hence make this content available as open source content, or they can collaborate outside the Eclipse organization and make it available free of charge, or only available within the participating organizations.

**System Integrators**

System integrators will typically leverage Eclipse Process Framework in the same way as described in section *Enterprises or Line-of-Businesses* above. Some system integrators will however add an additional usage scenario. They may be thought or practice leader in a certain domain, and want to leverage the Eclipse Process Framework to improve the framework within that area making at least some of their knowledge available through the Eclipse Process Framework. This provides them with a more usable framework, while allowing them to leverage this to market themselves as thought or practice leaders, which in turn is likely to drive more business.

---

\(^1\) FDA stands for the Food and Drug Administration in United States of America.
Participating in the Development of the Eclipse Process Framework

Assuming proposal acceptance of Project Beacon, the Eclipse Process Framework will be developed applying the same principles and rules as any other Eclipse project. This means that anybody can view the open source product as it evolves, and anybody can help enhance it. For this to work, there needs to be some rules of engagement.

Eclipse is run as a meritocracy. This means that you earn your entitlement to do things by providing value. Anybody can submit suggestions for enhancements, and anybody can submit content or code to be included in future versions of the Eclipse Process Framework. People that submit content or code are called Contributors.

So called Committers have the right to actually do changes to the product, and will hence also determine which of the proposed changes should be included in the next release. Committers are typically also Contributors. Contributors that have proven themselves over an extended period of time can become Committers.

For more information about how Eclipse works see www.eclipse.org. Please send all feedback on the proposal to the newsgroup - news://news.eclipse.org/eclipse.technology. This newsgroup dedicated to technical discussions relating to the Technology PMC and its subprojects.
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